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 CURRENT AWARENESS CASE STUDY

With over 650 attorneys in 26 offices across the US, their library service 
needed a content aggregation service to share vital litigation updates from a 
specific group of premium publishers. 
 

About Dinsmore Library Services

The fear of missing out on vital information was a major driver in Dinsmore’s 
search for a content aggregation platform. They wanted a system that would 
create targeted emails, and be able to see relevant information at a glance.
 
“Before meeting Matthew at the American Association of Law Librarian's 
annual conference, we hadn't found a product that does what Vable does - it 
was pure serendipity”
 
The team tested the Vable platform thoroughly: from setting up topics and 
bringing in sources, to Vable’s 'awesome" training and support infrastructure. 
Once they were was comfortable with the platform’s capabilities and 
functionality, they forged ahead. 

FOMO: "See relevant information at a glance"

“For me it is all about the end user, and they are 
happy with [the platform] and like the way 
everything is delivered. It’s always nice to roll out a 
product as it was advertised...and you don’t have 
to worry about it”

Tim Hennies, Library Director, Dinsmore

"A simple solution to a tricky challenge"



Vable is a great tool for extracting and aggregating content, and a fantastic 
solution for the way Dinsmore delivers their specialist client litigation alerts. The 
platform has the potential to change the way current awareness is shared 
throughout the firm.
 
Vable streamlines many of the repetitive current awareness processes and 
once everything is automated, the platform will do everything you ask it. Invest 
time in the right solution at the beginning, and you will reap information rewards 
going forward. 
 

Vable helps information teams to delight end-users

"The platform is designed to 
be intuitive and the Vable 
team does everything 
possible to speed up the 
process"
 
 
“If attorneys don't get 
anything from Vable that 
morning, there has been no 
litigation activity and they 
don’t need to scan anything 
else. 
 
Because the alerts are 
targeted, the information in 
them is relevant and useful 
for isolating potential 
opportunities”
 
 
“When you make an 
investment in a new solution, 
you want to make the most 
of it and get full value out of 
the platform”
 

Tim Hennies, Library 
Director, Dinsmore

Efficient source mangement

Attorneys can rely on alerts 
to monitor industry activity 
Vable Inbox provides a 
unique way of importing 
premium sources
A private taxonomy to 
streamline information 
management
Time-saving clone topic 
functionality for duplicate 
searches 

Current Strategy

Excited about project 
planning for next year. 
What else can they use 
Vable for? How can they 
get the most of of their 
investment?
Add more sources to the 
platform
Create new litigation alerts 
and industry newsletters to 
roll out to attorneys

Future Plans

Aggregate ● Curate ● Deliver 

For more information, contact: 
matthew@vable.com


